
CHAPTER 2 - LIMITS TO GROWTH

An air force is created from the resources which a nation can
provide for it.  The greater the resources the larger and more
powerful the air force.  There are three major requirements for
making an air force; the money to pay for it, the necessary equipment
and the necessary personnel.  A balance of these resources is
necessary and a lack of any one at different times can limit the size
of the air force which a nation can afford.  In Australia the main
inhibition on the size and strength of the RAAF from its inception in
1921 until the mid 1930s was the money which could be found to
pay for it.  The Salmond Scheme of the late 1920s would have
brought about a major increase in the RAAF but the severe financial
problems caused by the Depression meant that the Australian
government simply could not do anything about developing the Air
Force until the mid 1930s.

Towards the end of the 1930s, when the threat of war made
getting military equipment a necessity, Australia was able to find a
great deal more money for its defense forces and the RAAF began to
expand.  By then many other nations were also in the same position
and, although money flowed more freely, the problem became how
to purchase equipment suitable for the RAAF.  When the Second
World War commenced in 1939 this problem became even worse
because major aeroplane aviation manufacturing nations were
struggling to meet their own requirements.  The war in the Pacific
made the Air Force's need much more desperate but it also meant that
more aeroplanes could be made available to Australia from overseas
sources.

By mid 1943 the situation in the Pacific had stabilized and it
became easier for Australia to get aviation equipment.  However, by

1944 the human cost of the war on the Australian economy had
become profound and it became increasingly difficult to find the
manpower necessary for the war effort.  This led to restriction on the
number of men and women who could be recruited into the Air
Force, creating a major constraint on the expanding RAAF.  Even so,
by mid 1945 the RAAF was able to field almost 53 squadrons;
perhaps not a lot in comparison to the United States, Britain or
Russia but an outstanding achievement for a nation with a population
of about seven million.  It has been said that Australia possessed the
fourth largest air force in the world at that time and Air Vice Marshal
Jones, the Chief of the Air Staff, believed that by August 1945 the
RAAF was so strong that it could have taken on the Japanese air
forces without any outside help.1  It had operated nearly 3 200
operational aeroplanes and almost another 3 000 training aeroplanes
and reached a peak strength of 182 000 officers, airmen and
airwomen.2

At the beginning of the Second World War the RAAF had a
strength of 310 officers, 3 179 airmen and 246 aeroplanes (of which
only 146 were considered front-line).3  It embarked on a massive
expansion as a training organization for the Empire Air Training
Scheme, created a large number of training establishments and
bought, manufactured or received from overseas a large number of
training aeroplanes.  It also had to train the instructors, mechanics
and engineers to maintain and repair the training aeroplanes and
administrative and support staff.  In the first exciting days of the war
the question of money seems to have been of secondary importance.

At the same time the RAAF was doing all this it was also
planning the expansion of its 'home defense' force to protect
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Australia.  In September 1939 the government approved a scheme to
increase the home defense force to 19 squadrons but, by June 1940,
this had not been done because of the difficulty in getting aeroplanes
from overseas.  Despite this, the worsening situation in the Pacific
led the Government to plan an increase in the size of the RAAF for
home defense to 28 squadrons.  (This, together with two planned
army co-operation squadrons and two squadrons serving with the
RAF, would bring the total strength of the RAAF to 32 squadrons.)4

The aeroplanes required for this increase would equip 14
general reconnaissance/bomber squadrons, nine general purpose
squadrons, two flying boat squadrons, two long range fighter
squadrons and one fleet co-operation squadron.  In all it required 571
aeroplanes and would cost about £15 824 000.  The majority of the
requirement, the general reconnaissance/bomber aeroplanes, would
be either Hudsons or Beauforts and included 100 Hudsons which had
already been bought from the United States.  In addition there would
be the cost of buying spare engines and other spare parts, an increase
to stores of explosives and aeroplane fuel, new works to
accommodate the new squadrons and the cost of an additional 3 500
personnel required to use and maintain it all.  The total cost of the
increase would be about £24 million which the government noted but
then seems to have ignored.5

The availability of equipment for this expansion was a great
worry and while the Government agreed to the expansion it
recognized that, as it had been impossible to get sufficient aeroplanes
to expand the RAAF to 19 squadrons, it would be even more difficult
to find aeroplanes for another 13 squadrons.  Australia's
representatives overseas were asked to find out the prospects of
getting the types of aeroplanes needed to expand the RAAF 'if it
should be decided upon'.  The Government also decided that because

Britain was in a desperate position in mid 1940 it did 'not intend that
the request should interfere with the supply of Britain's requirements
during the next few months'.6

In September 1940 the government formally decided to expand
the RAAF to 32 squadrons but only in May 1941 did it seem possible
that the necessary aeroplanes with which to do it would be available
by June 1942.7  They included 146 general reconnaissance
aeroplanes, 243 general purpose aeroplanes, 54 long range fighters
and 27 amphibians; a total of 470 aeroplanes which would cost about
£12.86 million.

The major types of aeroplanes ordered were Lockheed
Hudsons and Brewster Bermudas from the United States and Bristol
Beaufighters from Britain.  The United States became Australia's
main supplier because Britain could not spare aeroplanes for
Australia.  Britain did recognize Australia's predicament because it
provided the Beaufighters even though it desperately needed them
itself.  Britain also bought many aeroplanes from the United States
and the number of aeroplanes which Australia bought was actually
quite small in comparison to those bought by Britain.

There were two notable deficiencies in the kinds of aeroplanes
which the RAAF said that it needed in 1941.  There were no single
seat interceptor fighters and long range heavy bombers.  These
exceptions were not oversights, they were part of an overall policy
developed in Australia and agreed to by the British Air Ministry. 
There was no single seat fighter requirements because defense
planners thought Australia would only have to fend off raids from
enemy naval forces rather than a full scale invasion.  They believed
that general reconnaissance bombers would be needed for long range
reconnaissance flights out to sea to find the raiding force and that
they would, with naval forces, repel an enemy before any aeroplanes
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from the raiding ships could reach Australian targets.  As a result
short range fighters would not be necessary but long range fighters
such as Beaufighters could attack the raiding force at a distance.  The
only real use for single-seat fighters, so the British said, would be
psychological.8

For a time in 1940 Australia considered the usefulness of
Boeing B-17 Flying Fortress heavy bombers.  It decided against them
because they did not meet the Australian requirement for medium,
high-speed reconnaissance aeroplanes capable of carrying effective
but comparatively small bomb loads, having good range and
facilities for sea reconnaissance.  They would also have been very
expensive to buy, to house and maintain.9

Australia could not get the best or latest aeroplanes from the
United States.  The Hudson was a reasonable general reconnaissance
aeroplane but the United States was already producing other, more
advanced, types of aeroplanes for its own front line squadrons.  The
Brewster Bermuda was not a successful aeroplane and the offer of so
many to Australia suggests there was no other demand for it.  (As
events turned out, Australia did not receive any of them either.) 
Australia's problem was that most of the available productive
capacity in the United States had already been contracted for, which
meant it could not get what it wanted but had to take what was
available, even if it was a compromise.10

Australia had to compete with other countries for the
aeroplanes being produced in the United States.  All British countries
(the United Kingdom, Australia, Canada, South Africa, India, New
Zealand and so on) had to place orders or, at least provide firm
forecasts, for all their war materials from the United States at least
six, if not 12 months in advance so they could be co-ordinated with
the United States own requirements.11  In July 1940 a meeting of

British Empire nations in New York decided that all their
requirements for aeroplanes should be coordinated into one overall
request.12  The United States Air Staff recommended that, in the
period from October 1941 to June 1942, 5 094 aeroplanes should go
to its own air forces and 9 708 to a proposed anti-Axis pool.  After
that target had been reached 30 per cent of the aeroplanes made in
the United States could be diverted to foreign needs and of that 50
fifty per cent would go to the British Empire.13  Australia's share of
United States aeroplanes would come from that.  This arrangement
meant that Australia had to justify its requirements in the face of
competition from other Empire countries including Britain and then
wait upon the decision of the United States as to what would be
provided.  This effected the numbers and quality of aeroplanes which
could be made available to the RAAF.  Despite this, when R G
Menzies, then the Australian Prime Minister, visited Britain in 1941
he received a 'categorical assurance' from the British government that
'should war occur in the Far East, there will be an immediate review
of air resources with a view to their re-disposition to meet the
dangers on all fronts'.14

On 5 December 1941 the situation in the Far East changed and
on 12 December the Australian Government decided to expand the
RAAF to 60 squadrons.  After two and a half months of Japanese
success the Government decided, on 25 February 1942, to expand the
RAAF to 73 squadrons, the number thought to be needed to counter
a full Japanese invasion of Australia.  In the new plan were to be 24
fighter interceptor squadrons where there had previously been two. 
There were to be four heavy bomber squadrons where there had
previously been none, 12 dive bomber squadrons against the
previous need for nine and nine transport squadrons when previously
there had been no need for them.  There was a reduction from 16 to
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14 in the number of general reconnaissance squadrons.  A total of 2
251 aeroplanes would be needed.  The estimated cost of this dramatic
expansion, including the cost of spares, stores and equipment, fuels
and lubricating oils and buildings and works was over £112 million. 
Two hundred and fifty aircrew and 38 000 ground crews would also
be needed.15

At the time these extensive plans were made the RAAF had
been increased to 20 of the previously proposed 32 squadrons.  The
remaining squadrons could not be formed because the necessary
aeroplanes had not arrived.  Of the additional 2 251 aeroplanes the
RAAF needed to expand to 73 squadrons only a few were on hand
or promised.  They were 124 Kittyhawk single seat fighters, 54
Beaufighter twin seat long range fighters, nine Catalina flying boats
and 94 Hudson general reconnaissance aeroplanes.16

Although the government approved this massive expansion it
was not unrealistic about the difficulties it would face and it
recognized the three constraints on expansion; money, equipment
and manpower.  There was some question about the possibility of
enlisting the 38 000 personnel needed to serve as ground staff while
the air crews required for the additional squadrons would be drawn
from the personnel trained under the Empire Air Training Scheme. 
Urgent enquiries were made about the possibility of acquiring the
aeroplanes needed and whether they could be supplied under Lend-
Lease arrangements to reduce the financial burden on Australia.17

In the early days of the emergency another source of air force
operational strength was planned.  The RAAF had built up a very
large training organization for the Empire Air Training Scheme
which included flying schools and bombing and gunnery schools. 
These schools were equipped with second line aeroplanes such as
Ansons, Battles and Wirraways which would have to be used if

nothing else was available.  Reserve squadrons were planned which
could be formed from these schools using instructors and partially
trained students.  In late December 1941 the RAAF proposed to form
15 reserve squadrons but Australia's need for trained aircrews and the
poor operational quality of the aeroplanes to be used meant the plans
were not put into practice.  The schools and personnel earmarked for
Reserve Squadrons were, however, expected to undertake some
operational training in preparation for the worst.18

By the end of 1942 the Air Force had found that preparations
and training for reserve squadrons in the flying schools was a serious
interference to efficient training.  If reserve squadrons were
mobilized they would temporarily give the RAAF additional strength
(of dubious quality) but that would also retard the training of men
necessary to put fully operational squadrons into the air. 
Nonetheless, by November 1942 there were plans to create 19
reserve squadrons if the need arose.19  By mid 1943 the increase in
training establishments meant the RAAF could raise 22 reserve
squadrons if it had to but, by then, the war situation made this seem
less likely.20  Six months later, in December 1943, the emergency
seemed to have passed and there were other problems with the
reserve squadron plan.  Many of the training aeroplanes which would
have been used were reaching the end of their useful lives and the
manpower necessary to keep them flying could be better spent in
other parts of the RAAF, including fielding more squadrons.  The
military situation, having improved, meant that the only real use of
the reserve squadrons would be for reconnaissance to sea, and even
that would be of only restricted use.  The only place where reserve
squadrons might still have been of value was in Western Australia
which was isolated from the main strength of the RAAF.21 
Consequently serious planning for the use of reserve squadrons
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declined in the last couple of years of the war. .
Despite these emergency plans Australia's real need was front-

line aeroplanes to equip fully operational squadrons.  It could have
surprised nobody that, despite the grand 73 squadron scheme, the
large number of aeroplanes the RAAF wanted were not available. 
There were, however, some unexpected deliveries which did help to
increase the RAAF's strength.  One source was the arrival in
Australia of some Douglas Boston light bombers which had been in
transit to the Netherlands East Indies when those islands were
overrun by the Japanese.  The instructions were in Dutch and the
RAAF had no tools, spares or other equipment for the aeroplanes
because they had gone on a separate ship and been lost.  However the
need was urgent so the aeroplanes were used to form one RAAF
squadron.22

Another increasingly useful source of aeroplanes was the
Australian aviation manufacturing industry which had been
established in the late 1930s.  The Commonwealth Aircraft
Corporation produced Wirraways, advanced training aeroplanes
which had to be used as front-line aeroplanes in roles for which they
were not suited because nothing better was available.  Thirty
Wirraways a month were being produced and, by February 1942, 540
had been manufactured.  By February 1942 the Bristol Beaufort light
bomber had also begun mass production, 20 had so far been
manufactured and by August that year the production rate was
expected to be around 20 a month.23

By June 1942 a more modest plan to expand the RAAF was
adopted because it was obvious that nothing like the needed number
of aeroplanes would be available very quickly.  The new plan was
that the RAAF would be expanded to 45 squadrons by the end of

1942 and the remaining 28 squadrons would be formed by
September 1943.  By October even this modest plan appeared
unattainable and a reduced scale of RAAF expansion had to be
planned because the Americans had agreed to supply Australia with
only 397 aeroplanes by April 1943.  The number of aeroplanes then
available in Australia would be enough to equip 30 squadrons (with
reserves).  These, together with the Boston squadron, three poorly
equipped transport squadrons and a sea transport squadron would
bring the RAAF's strength up to 35 squadrons by the end of April
1943.  The government, which had been confounded in earlier
attempts to get more aeroplanes from overseas sources, would not
speculate any further on that source of aeroplanes but expected that
by, September 1944, local aeroplane manufacturers would be able to
supply enough for a further 16 squadrons of aeroplanes.24

The Australian government had learned that it could not make
plans to expand the RAAF unless there was a guaranteed supply of
aeroplanes and it directed that future plans to develop the Air Force
to 73 squadrons had to be based on local production and definite
allocations of aeroplanes from overseas.  The ultimate intention of
expanding the RAAF to 73 squadrons remained but, for the time
being, planning was to be restricted to 45 squadrons.  Manpower
planning was even more circumspect and limited to enough
personnel for 35 squadrons and essential ancillary and maintenance
units in addition to Empire Air Training Scheme requirements.25

The situation did not look so pessimistic by the beginning of
January 1943.  The RAAF had 30 squadrons and the United States
had agreed to allocate enough aeroplanes for an additional nine.  The
additional aeroplanes would make up two flying boat squadrons
equipped with Catalinas, three interceptor-fighter squadrons with
Kittyhawks, three medium transport squadrons with Dakotas and a
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light transport squadron equipped with Lockheed Lodestars.  In
addition the RAAF expected to get 700 Beauforts, 300 Boomerangs
and 150 Mosquitos from Australian factories.  This meant that, by
the end of 1943, the RAAF could confidently expect to have 45
squadrons and that, relying on local production alone, it could have
51 squadrons in the field by the end of 1944.  The balance of
different types of aeroplanes was good with 18 fighter squadrons, 17
reconnaissance and bombing squadrons, five transport squadrons and
the rest made up of land and naval co-operation squadrons.  The only
type of aeroplane not included in the RAAF's plans were heavy
bombers.26

Although the RAAF's growth was measured in squadrons
planning also had to include all the other units necessary to help
those squadrons.  For example, in January 1943 there were 320 units
in the RAAF;  79 Empire Air Training Scheme and other training
establishments, 10 other flying units, 18 headquarters units, 13
Stations, 46 stores and maintenance units, 12 works units, 48 RDF
and signals units, 14 medical units, 50 other miscellaneous units and
only 30 squadrons.  By the end of 1943 the RAAF expected to have
grown to 456 units of which only ten per cent would be squadrons.27 
Even though all these units did not require additional aeroplanes they
did need money and personnel to operate efficiently.

Early in the war the Air Force had found that it could not
recruit enough men to fill some of its musterings (categories of work)
so it was grudgingly forced to recruit women and the Women's
Auxiliary Australian Air Force (WAAAF) was established in May
1941.  Some of the first musterings which women were employed in
were as wireless telegraphists, teleprinter and cipher staff, domestic
staff for the nursing service and administrative staff.28  Throughout
the war women were employed with the objective of 'substitution of

women in certain trade musterings, in which difficulty is being
experienced in obtaining men, and to release men from certain other
musterings in which women can be employed'.29  The WAAAF was
not an integral part of the RAAF and the women enrolled in it did not
come under the same legislation as men.  Their rates of pay were
generally two thirds of those paid to men in similar positions.30

The WAAAF reached its peak strength of 18 664 women in
October 1944.  By then women had been incorporated into most of
the supporting units of the RAAF and, in July 1944, they made up 30
per cent of the administration, 22 per cent of the radar and signals
organization, 20 per cent of the stores and aeroplane maintenance
organization and 16 per cent of the catering organization.31  There
were, however, still many areas of the RAAF closed to women
including squadrons and anywhere outside the Australian mainland. 
The exclusion of women from units outside Australia was
particularly inconvenient and irksome because a large number of
women had become highly skilled in signals and intelligence work
by mid 1944 and were very difficult to replace when their units
moved to bases north of Australia.  Despite pleas that women be
allowed to go north with non-combatant units the Australian
government insisted that they stay in Australia.  This was
demoralizing for the women and embarrassing for many Australians
who saw the useful work their women had been doing taken over by
American women who were allowed into those areas.32  The only
women in the RAAF who were allowed north of Australia were a
few of the 500 strong Nursing Service.  Some were based in New
Guinea and others served on air evacuation aeroplanes carrying sick
or wounded personnel back to Australia.33

The aeroplane supply situation looked even more promising
by mid 1943.  Even though the goal of 73 squadrons still looked far
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off it seemed that, by the end of 1944, there might be enough
aeroplanes available so that the RAAF could be expanded to 67
squadrons.  The United States had agreed to supply 475 aeroplanes
in 1944 and 1945 and the extra needed to bring the Air Force's
strength up to 67 could come from local production.  The change in
plans included heavy bomber squadrons and less dive bombers, less
torpedo bombers and more general reconnaissance bombers.34

The declining emphasis on dive bombers did not stop
Australia from taking as many as it could get because it was so
starved of front-line equipment.  Australia had been asking for over
300 of these aeroplanes since May 1942 but they had not been
delivered.35  When the RAAF was offered 385 Vultee Vengeance
dive bombers and the US Army Air Corps offered an additional 54
it was an opportunity too good to pass up even though Australians
recognized that the Vengeance had insufficient range to seek useful
targets in New Guinea and that it would be restricted to defensive
roles.36  Only when over 100 Vengeances had arrived for the RAAF
in September 1943 were they organized into squadrons to be sent to
New Guinea by the end of the year.37  But in March 1944 Kenny, the
United States commander, ordered them out of the battle front.  This
was done because they could do little more than fighter-bombers,
required protection in the air, had a crew of two and used up scarce
resources in New Guinea which could be better used by more
modern aeroplanes.38  The fact of the matter was that the Vengeances
had not been wanted by the United States forces for those reasons so
they were free to be given to other allies and Australia, being
desperate for anything that looked like front-line aeroplanes, was
prepared to take them.  In 1942, when they had been asked for, they
might have been of some value, but by late 1943 when they arrived,
they were obsolete.

The best solution to the problem of not being able to get the
aeroplanes the RAAF needed was to build them locally.  The
industry already existed but, by 1943, its products were obsolete by
world standards.  Plans existed to make modern Mosquito aeroplanes
in Australia and later there were plans to also produce Beaufighters
locally.  After detailed study the government also agreed that British
Lancaster heavy bombers and United States Mustang fighters would
be made in Australia so that RAAF needs for modern aeroplanes
could be met from local production rather than capricious overseas
sources.39  However, the optimistic production schedules which were
approved proved to be beyond Australian capabilities and aeroplanes
like the Mosquito and Mustang had to be acquired from overseas
sources before they were delivered from Australian factories.

Despite the problems of getting useful and modern aeroplanes
in sufficient numbers, by the middle of 1943 it looked as though the
RAAF's goal of 73 squadrons might be within the reach.  By that
time, however, the problem of manpower had become the major
constraint on growth.  If the target of 73 squadrons was to be met by
the end of 1944 the RAAF had to recruit about 6 000 people each
month for 18 months and it did not seem that this could be done.40 
Already, in June 1943, the RAAF was starting to experience severe
manpower shortages with the number of people allocated to be
recruited about 20 per cent short of forecast needs.  As a short term
measure there was an arbitrary cut of ten per cent in all personnel
levels which started at RAAF Headquarters.  These shortages were
to be compensated for by increasing the hours of work for RAAF
personnel.41  In December 1943 over 60 per cent of the RAAF's
operational units in New Guinea were below their authorised
strength and they could only function effectively because the
relatively low level of air activity meant they were not unduly
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stretched.42

This problem was also obvious to the Americans.  They
wanted to know why Australia was making such an extraordinary
war effort despite its small population.43  By late 1943 the Australian
government was becoming disturbed by the extent to which the
country's economy was being stretched to provide for the war.  A
balance had to be struck between providing manpower for the
services and ensuring that the economy of the country did not run
down completely.  The country was reaching the point of maximum
effort, manpower resources were running out and it looked as if
servicemen might have to be released to take up important civil
occupations that could not be left to languish because that would
effect Australia's overall effort.44

In September 1943 the RAAF recognized that manpower had
become the most critical constraint on its expansion.  The
government had decided that only 7 000 people a month would be
taken into all the armed services and, allowing that the army and
navy had significant needs as well, the RAAF simply could not
recruit the 6 000 people a month it needed to grow to 73 squadrons
by the end of 1944.  Consequently plans were changed and, although
73 squadrons remained the ultimate goal, it was expected that the
RAAF would reach only 60 squadrons by the end of 1944.45  The
structure of the RAAF was again altered because the war had become
offensive rather than defensive and there was a greater emphasis on
bombers, including plans for seven squadrons of heavy bombers, 14
squadrons of interceptor fighters and five squadrons of long range
attack fighters.46

Heavy bombers had become particularly attractive because
they would allow the RAAF to mount strong long range attacks
against Japanese positions which were well outside the range of its

existing aeroplanes.  The lack of these bombers meant that Australia
could not mount the same kind of attacks against the Japanese as the
Americans.  The RAAF had been trying to get an allocation of
United States Liberator heavy bombers for some time but General
Kenny argued against it, saying that Australia did not have enough
manpower to employ them usefully and that Australians had no
experience with heavy bombers.  The Australian government replied
that it had a large pool of men who had gained experience with heavy
bombers in Europe and assured the United States authorities that it
could make effective use of any Liberators which were given to the
RAAF.47

In all Australia received 287 Liberators from the United States
between February 1944 and August 1945.48  These large and
complex four engined aeroplanes gave Australian planners a whole
range of new difficulties.  Instead of having a crew of four or five as
the Hudsons and Beauforts had, the Liberator had a normal crew of
11.  They had four engines which doubled the maintenance
requirement and carried much heavier bomb loads than any other
Australian aeroplane and so needed greater numbers of men to
service them.  They also had new and sophisticated equipment
including power gun turrets and United States electronics which
required new training and equipment within the RAAF.  All these
things made the Liberator a serious drain on the RAAFs resources. 
Even so, it had six squadrons in operation by mid 1945 and planned
to have nine in operation a year later.49

By the end of 1943 the Australian government had decided to
reduce even further the number of people who could be recruited
monthly into the RAAF to 3400 (including 1050 women).  This
meant the RAAF could only reach 53 squadrons by December
1944.50  Even those allocations were not being met by actual
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recruitment and, to make matters worse, it was not possible to catch
up on previous deficiencies in recruitment.51  In early 1945 Service
intakes were reduced again so that monthly RAAF recruitment was
permitted to be no more than 900 men and 250 women.52  The critical
shortages which these reductions caused were compounded by
another government decision to release 1 500 people already in the
Service and the suggestion that even more personnel would have to
be released shortly.53  This meant that the manpower strength of the
RAAF was declining drastically at the same time its strength in
aeroplanes was growing.

The end of the war in Europe meant that thousands of men
who had been serving with the RAF were free to return to Australia. 
This, however, was not much help to the RAAF's manpower
problems because they were trained as aircrew while the major need
in Australia was for personnel on the ground.  Some of the men
returning from Europe could be reclassified and retrained but, in
general, their arrival caused an imbalance in the structure of the
RAAF and the most useful thing many of them could contribute was
by being released back to civilian life (being 'demobilized') so that
the Air Force could meet the requirements of the Government to
release personnel.

The 73 squadron target which had been set in 1942 had been
forgotten by 1945 but the Air Force had still set as its goal the
eventual expansion to 53 squadrons.  They were not to be useless
squadrons formed for the sake of prestige alone but to be effective
and employed in the war against Japan.  This urge was perhaps the
result of three years spent in trying to keep up with the Americans
and in trying to prove that the RAAF was as good as United States
air forces.

The RAAF was able to increase its strength at the battle front

by cutting back its activities in Australia.  All possible reductions
were made in mainland units so that the strength in the battle area
could be maintained at the highest level possible.  Unnecessary
training was curtailed so that training and maintenance staff could be
redeployed at the front.54  Older aeroplane types which took many
man hours to maintain were replaced where possible and other
savings were planned by using aeroplanes such as the Mosquito and
the Mustang which were more powerful and needed crews of only
one or two rather than the then existing crews of four or five men.55 
Even some areas of New Guinea, where the fighting had been intense
a couple of years earlier, were stripped of men to maintain the
RAAF's strength at the battle front.  In June 1945 there were plans to
reduce the headquarters establishment of 1 319 personnel at Port
Moresby because so little was happening there.  That way about 700
men could be released for better use elsewhere.56  At Dobodura, a site
of intense activity in 1943, No 6 Squadron had 18 aeroplanes but
only six aircrews by July 1945 (and three of them were due to be
posted away).57  Even at the front itself manpower shortages caused
problems which were difficult to overcome.  In preparation for the
offensive operations against Borneo the commander of the RAAF's
front-line forces ordered that the normal tropical tour periods (the
length of time a man had to serve in the tropics) were suspended and
that only special cases would be considered for return to Australia,
if possible.58

By the end of the war in August 1945 the goal which the
RAAF had set for itself of 53 squadrons was almost within grasp. 
All but four were formed, three of those were being formed and a
reserve squadron was held temporarily against the fourth squadron,
the formation of which had been deferred.  As well, all the necessary
ancillary units had been virtually completed.59  To the men who had
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organized the organization of the expansion of the RAAF it must
have seemed like the culmination of a struggle which had been, in its
own way, as difficult as the struggle against the Japanese.

But even as the goal was almost within reach the achievement
was taken away.  In June 1945 the Government ordered that the
Services be reduced by 64 000 personnel and this meant reducing the
RAAF to a strength of about 36 squadrons.  Planning for this
reduction was under way when hostilities ceased in the Pacific.  But
at the time the plans were being made the RAAF was still trying to
reach that 53 squadron goal, if only for a moment.60

The strength of the RAAF in the South West Pacific Area at
the end of August 1945 was 14 575 flying and 116 387 ground
personnel.61  Of those who had served in the Area from 1942, 1 431
had died in battle and 3 079 had died of non-battle causes.62  The
reduction in the RAAF's strength at the end of the war was immense
and rapid.  The Melbourne Cricket Ground was a major
demobilization processing center at which several hundred men were
discharged every day for almost 12 months and, within a year, the
Air Force had shrunk to a mere 7 000 people.63
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